
TASK: To create a person or objects using typography. 

 

For this project you will take a picture NOT FROM THE INTERNET but one you have taken or has 

been taken of you (not professionally, licensing issues…..).  The photo can be of a person/persons 

OR or an object (A group of objects if the object is too plain.) See me if you are not sure if your idea 

will be ‘complicated’ enough. 

 

The person/s (head and shoulders) or object/s should fill most of the picture frame.  This is a 

troubleshooting issue.  If you choose something that is tiny in a scene, it will be difficult to fill with text 

and unrecognizable when you do.  Try for close ups if you can.  Again, see me if you have one you 

are not sure if it will work OR you have an extraordinary idea you want to try with the type of picture I 

am warning you away from.  It is open for discussion. 

 

PREPARATION: 

1. Look through the links below to get an idea of the project you are about to start. 

● Sean Williams’ work 

● Slideshow of 6 different ways to approach this project 

● Wolf tutorial- (demonstrates envelope distort and other effects) Watch beginning, skip to 16:50 
when you get the envelope distort process.  Then skim to the end to see the different textures 
and effects he applies in both Illustrator and Photoshop to get his finished product.  A BIG 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THIS TUTORIAL AND YOUR PHOTO IS THAT YOU WILL NOT BE 
USING  A BASIC SILHOUETTE FOR YOUR PHOTO.  YOURS WILL HAVE LAYERS OF 
COLORS FOR YOUR SHAPES---LIKE YOUR VECTOR PORTRAIT DID. 

 
2. Choose a topic (person or objects) for this project.  If possible, take the picture now and 

upload it to your computer.  If not, it’s homework.  Bring it in ASAP. 

3. Make a list of words that relate to your person or object.  You could easily do this around 

the edge of your artboard (canvas). You may experiment with quotes or lyrics.  I’m leaving that 

up to you.  Placement of words that are meant to be read together is crucial.  If you are 

working with a list of separate words, placement won’t matter as much except for where 

Balance and ‘word length vs shape size’ is concerned.  MAKE SURE YOUR WORDS ARE 

ALL IN SEPARATE ‘TEXT BOXES’.  DO NOT LIST THEM ALL IN ONE BOX. 
 

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1K2xo-QZc0hVfHIL3VEHXhYVD-xQ1hhF9BPaQMfevKVs/pub?start=false&loop=false&delayms=3000
https://youtu.be/NZ4aHLwRb2U?t=3m3s
http://seaningsdesign.com/


PROCESS 

 

1. Open a new artboard with the dimensions 18 x 24, CYMK color mode, and 300 ppi 

2.  “Place” your picture on the new artboard. 

3. Make a copy of your picture on a new layer and title it ‘copy’ 

4. On the ‘copy’ layer, apply a poster edge effect or cutout effect.  I used poster edge.  The 

goal is to turn the different colors and values into their own shapes WITHOUT losing all the 

details that make it recognizable but still simplifies it. 

5. Double click on the layer to open the layer menu and dim the picture to 50-75% 

6. Make a new layer and title it ‘outline’. 

7. Use the pen tool with the fill turned off to outline the silhouette/contour of the object/person 

you will be covering with text.  Don’t forget to close the shape in order to fill it.  Fill it with black 

or white.  You may end up going back and outlining the background too for a different color. 

8. Make a plan for the color of your fonts.  Will they all be one color? Will you have a set of 

colors for each area (light, middle, and dark)?  Will you use the eyedropper to make the fonts 

the same colors as your photograph?  Ex. For Gracie’s portrait I chose to make her hair red for 

the darkest colors, orange for the middle values and yellow for the light.  For her glasses, I 

chose a different set of light, middle, and dark in blues.  For her skin, I chose a different set of 

lights, middle, and darks in greens.  ALL of the colors, by the way, will look unified when put 

together in the final design. 

9. Create a new layer.  Type your word on the canvas and decide what font it should 

be….think about how font style and meaning are connected.  At this point, you would do any of 

the type tricks we have practiced so far (create outlines to modify fill and stroke or move 

anchors, release/make compound letters, punch a different shape through a solid part of a 

letter, or punch a silhouette through a letter, melt or unite letters.)  Before you do this, you may 

want to look at where you are going to put that word.  If it is going to be really warped and 

distorted, your type tricks may not be suitable for this word.  Try to work your magic on 

words that will not get twisted too much. 

10.Rename this layer the word you are using AND the font name you are using.  TRUST 

ME, THIS IS A LIFE-SAVER WHEN YOU GO BACK TO ADD THAT WORD IN A DIFFERENT 

SPOT AND CAN’T REMEMBER WHAT FONT YOU USED.  ADDING EACH WORD ON IT’S 

OWN LAYER ALSO MAKES IT MUCH EASIER TO LOCK CERTAIN WORDS WHEN THEY 



START TO OVERLAP AND YOU HAVE TO MAKE ADJUSTMENTS.  You can merely lock the 

layer instead of locking the selection. 

11.Once your word is set for font and any other styling, select it and go to Object > Envelope 

Distort > Make with Mesh.  On the menu that pops up, you will type “1” for number of rows, 

and for columns you will type in the number of letters in the word.  

12.Use the Selection tool to move the word into place, rotating it if necessary.  

13.Once it is in place, use the Direct Selection tool to move the anchors of the mesh to fit the 

outline of that color.  Use the Bezier handles as needed too! 

14.Feel free to turn the visibility on and off for the outline layer to see how your words look when 

the photo is taken away. 

15.  Repeat steps 9-13 until your person/object is entirely covered with text.  Keep turning 

visibility on and off to see how it will look when the photograph is no longer behind it. 

16.Once you have completed the text portion, you are welcome to experiment with textures like 

the video AND/OR export it into Photoshop and experiment with background and blending 

mode effects.  Whatever you do, do not lose the legibility of the words.  A super detailed 

background will camouflage all of the text work you did and it will be lost to the audience. 

 

TIPS TO THINK ABOUT AS YOU DESIGN 

1. Words that are bigger in shapes and fonts will be a point of emphasis in your design.  They will 

stand out from the rest.  Choose those words thoughtfully for meaning. 

2. If you are repeating words in your design, think about Balance within the design.  Do you want 

them spread out visually or the same word repeated in the same area?  Either decision is an 

artist’s choice and should be done thoughtfully. 

 

DESIGN CHECKLIST 

_________Photo used is original, not a stock photo from internet. 

_________Font selections are thoughtful.  Match the meaning of the word. 

_________Object is detailed and recognizable when the photo is removed and fill layer is replaced. 

_________At least one technique from Type Review Artboards 2-4 is used somewhere in the 

design….in a thoughtful way to create emphasis or creativity to the piece.  (Create Outlines, Melted 

Letters, Make/Release Compound Paths with Shapes, Minus Front with Silhouettes) 

 

 



First pic- Example of artboard with photo visible and Poster Edge effect used to simplify colors.  Words are arranged with 

the shapes the colors create.  Notice my layers and how they are labeled.  Also, notice my collection of SMART’s each in 

their own bounding box, ready for me to complete her glasses. 

 

 
Second pic- Example of artboard with ‘outline’ visible in order to check my word placement and see if the ‘text only design’ 

is slowly building a recognizable design. 

 

 


